It is shown that two classes of function transformations coincide when the transformations take place within the disk algebra. The first class is that of the L-analytic mappings. These are the ones given locally by power series: f-^-^gnif-fo)"-The second class is that of locally pointwise mappings. A mapping fulfil is pointwise if it has the form ®[f](x)=®*(x,f(x)). It is a by-product of the disk algebra investigation that if a set X has certain topological properties, then every locally pointwise mapping in C(X) is continuous.
In 1943 E. R. Lorch introduced an analytic theory for mappings whose domain and range lie in a commutative Banach algebra with identity [3] . Let A be such an algebra, and let D be an open connected subset of A.
A mapping O : D-^-A is L-analytic, that is analytic in the sense of Lorch if in a neighborhood of each g e D we have a power series expansion
[fi] -J,gn(f-g)n-The series is to converge in the norm of A, and the coefficients g" are elements of A (which depend on g).
To study /.-analytic mappings it is standard procedure to use a technique similar to the Gelfand transform. Let M be a complex homomorphism of A onto the complex numbers C. We say O: D^-A quotients on D with respect to M if there is an ordinary holomorphic function Om which is defined on M(D) and satisfies <&M o M=M ° <J>. Call Om the quotient function of O at M. If 3> quotients on D with respect to every M, we say O quotients on D. On certain domains, for instance on balls, an Lanalytic mapping will always quotient. For more on quotient functions see [1] . The fact that a mapping quotient has an important interpretation when A is a "natural" algebra of functions on a space X. By "natural" we mean that A determines the topology of X and that every homomorphism of A onto C is given by evaluation at a point of X. The terminology is due to Rickart [4] .
Let A be a natural algebra of functions on a space X, and let Ex be the evaluation functional Ex(f)=f(x).
To say $>:D^>-A quotients on D is to say that for each x e X v/e have a quotient function <S>X that satisfies O is pointwise on D with <t>*(x,y) = <bx(y).
In [6] this author studied the possibility of proving a Riemann mapping theorem for the Lorch analytic theory in the case A = C(X). Critical use was made of the fact that an /.-analytic mapping defined on the unit ball ofC(X) must be pointwise. In trying to extend the results of [6] to the case when A is the disk algebra it came as a surprise that the pointwise property can in turn imply L-analyticity. The proof of the theorem will follow a list of notations and three lemmas. Notations.
The letter C will stand for the complex numbers. Put K={z e C; |z}2sl} and T={z e C; |z| = l}. From now on A will denote the disk algebra, the algebra of continuous functions from K to C which are analytic on the interior of K. 
Once again the proof follows that of the classical result. See for example [2] . We shall exploit the fact that, roughly speaking, *F is the Cauchy integral of the boundary values given by y. The next lemma starts the work on pointwise mappings. Lemma 3. If®' 0^-A is a pointwise mapping, then <I> is continuous.
Proof.
We start with two important remarks. First, if £ is a subset of the unit circle which is closed and of measure zero and if g is a continuous function on E with g(E)<^K, then g extends to a function in 0. This result is due to Rudin [5] . Second, if g e Ü then <S>[g] is continuous on K. That is because (f> maps U into A.
Let
as in the definition of pointwise mapping. In the present case z and/(z) can both range over K. We show first that for any z0e T the mapping h'-*-O*(z0, w) is continuous on K. If this were false there would exist an s>0 and complex numbers wa, wx, etc. in K satisfying w"->w0 and |O*(z0, w0)-O*(z0, wn)\ ^e for n^l. Consider the w" in their role as constant functions in 0. Since the functions $>[wn] are continuous at z0 we can choose zx, z2, etc. with the following properties:
(1) z"eT, By the maximum principle we can choose z" with |z"| = 1. By passing to a subsequence we may assume that the zn converge to a point z0.
It must be that only finitely many zn are equal to z0. Otherwise w->-O*(z0, w) would be discontinuous at/0(z0). (Put wn=fn(z0) in the preceding argument.) We may therefore assume that zx, z2, etc. are distinct from z0 and, since they converge to z0, from each other.
Let E be the closed set {z0, zx, • ■ •} and define g on E by g(zn)=fn(zn). Since fneÜ, we have g(E)<=K, and g is continuous on £ because and using this with z=f(w) in (2) we get
As the Cn(z) appear in (3) they are simply some functions of z. We shall show that they are in fact continuous and then that they belong to A. We know O is continuous on K<^ 0. Since K is compact, O is uniformly continuous on K. That is, given e>0, there is a r3>0 such that z and weK and \z-w|<<5 imply ||0[z] -3>[h>]||<£. We can represent C"(z) and Cn(w) by the classical Cauchy integral formula for derivatives. Doing this and keeping |z-w| <ó, we get
This shows that C" is continuous on K. ( The/was any function in U; therefore the restriction of Q> to U is the L-analytic mapping /, and the theorem is proved.
Since the pointwise property implies so much in the disk algebra, it seems natural to ask what further properties it implies in other function spaces. The spaces C(X) indicate some possibilities. Here X stands for a compact Hausdorff space, and C(X) has the topology of the uniform norm.
L-analyticity is too much to look for. Consider the pointwise transformation that sends each function in C(X) to its complex conjugate. In view of Lemma 3 one might expect pointwise transformations to be continuous. That too is false. If x0 is an isolated point of X, then we define a discontinuous pointwise transformation <1> in C(X) by <E>*(x, z)=z when xj±x0 or Zt¿0 and O*(x0, 0)=1. Lemma 3 can be modified to give the following result. Theorem 2. If X is a compact Hausdorff space which is first countable and has no isolated points, then every locally pointwise transformation in C(X) is continuous.
Proof.
Let <I> be a locally pointwise transformation in C(X). We wish to show that <5 is continuous at each function in its domain. Let U be the open unit ball in C(X). By composing í> with affine mappings of C(X) into itself, we can reduce the problem to showing that <£ is continuous at the zero function when 3> is pointwise on U.
As in Lemma 3 some general remarks are in order. First, if £ is a closed subset of X and if g is a continuous mapping of E into the open unit disk in C, then g extends to a function in U. That is the Tietze extension theorem. Second if g e Uthen ^[g] is continuous on X. Because 3> maps U into C(X). Third, if x0 e X then there is a sequence of points in X which converge to x0 and are distinct from each other and from x0. That is because X is first countable and has no isolated points.
From here the proof follows that of Lemma 3, except there is no need to choose points from a special subset such as the unit circle.
As a special case one can verify the conclusion of Theorem 2 when X is the one point compactification of the long line. Therefore first countability is not a necessary condition. Precise conditions on X must have to do with the existence of suitable continuous functions.
